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workers decide they want to strike. they will
have the provision of a properly supervised
secret ballot prior to doing so.
Mr Bryce: Secret ballots in companies also,
in board room meetings for when capital goes
on strike?
Mr MacKINNON: As usual. the Minister is
running ofT on some sort of tangent that I do
not understand. He is indicating by such an
interjection that he would not support such a
scheme. I say again to the Deputy Premier that
the public of Western Australia overwhelmingly support the proposition that people
should have a properly supervised secret ballot
before they go on strike. That will be
implemented by a Liberal Government and
will be supported by the State Opposition.
Another important thing that will be retained
under a Liberal Govcrnment-1 would predict
a coalition GovcrnmentMr Bryce: Joh!
Mr MacKINNON: I said today and I predict
again that Joh will not be a candidate in the
forthcoming Federal election. Docs the Minister think he will?
Mr Bryce: I heard him say it today.
Mr Parker: Joh has just been to Fantasy
Land. so who knows.
Mr MacKINNON: Is that where the Minister
saw him?
To return to the important issues, under a
Liberal Government the right of employers,
and small employers in particular, to take action under sections 450 and E of the Trade
Practices Act will not be under threat. The
legislation will go straight out the door. as it
should. and all employers in Australia will welcome that.
Families in this country can look forward to
real support from a Liberal Government. They
have been under threat since Hawke and the
Grim Reaper hit the Treasury benches.
Medicare will be totally overhauled. as it
should be. and a new system put in place to
deliver a decent health care system to this
country. Above alt. a new. refreshing and forward-looking taxation
system
will
be
implemented in this country so that people will
all pay less. not more.
Those arc the issues on which people will be
voting at the next election. That is the direction
that will be delivered to them by a Liberal
Government led by John Howard. On II July.
which is decision day for Australia, the people
of Australia will thank Bob Hawke. as I did

publicly today. for giving them the opportunity
of ridding themselves of him and the Grim
Reaper. People do not want any more of the
same. and that is all that Bob Hawke is promising them. They want a new direction. The
message I am going to give Bob Hawke on II
July, as will the majority of Australians, is
goodbye.
DR ALEXANDER (Perth) [4.17 pm]: I am
pleased to be able to make my first. or
inaugural, speech in the Legislative Assembly
as the member for Perth. I use the word
•·inaugural" advisedly since my ever watchful
colleagues have pointed out the sexist overtones of the usual term .. maiden" speech. In~
deed. one colleague remarked that until she was
required to deliver her .. maiden" speech here.
she had not realised it was possible to be a
maiden twice in a lifetime. Having been both a
city councillor and a tertiary institute lecturer.
I am not sure where this leaves me. so the word
"inaugural" seems appropriate in the circumstances.
In any event, it is an honour to have been
elected in a relativcty convincing fashion to the
scat of Perth. and I agree with the Leader of the
Opposition that the result was very good. If I
might just respond to his remarks. if his predictions for the forthcoming Federal election are
as accurate as Lhey were for the seat of Perth,
members on this side of the House have absolutely nothing to worry about. The victory in
the by-election confirmed that Perth is still a
strong Labor seat. I intend to keep it that way
by pursuing electorate work in the same vigorous manner as my predecessor. Mr Terry
Burke. who so effectively represented the area
for 19 years.
In the course of the campaign I was assisted
by hundreds of people. many of them longstanding Perth residents. who had worked for
both Terry and Brian Burke in previous years
and also for Mr Tom Burke, who was the Federal member for Perth between 1943 and 1955.
I am fully conscious of the outstanding legacy
of service given to the Perth electorate by the
Burke family.
I would also point out that my own family is
no stranger to politics. My grandfather was a
champion of many causes unpopular with the
white minority regime in South Africa earlier
this century. including civil rights for Cape
Coloureds. My parents also imbued in me a
sense of indentification with the have~nots
through their own community work. Just as I
attempted to do when I was on the Perth City
Council between 1982 and 1985, I give notice
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that I am determined to carry forward that plush high-rise offices and luxury apanments.
theme in the Penh e1ectorate, which has a large The city centre has ae1ed a~ a focus f?r metr~
number of working class, powerless a~d poor politan activity since the sne was laad out m
people deserving of a strong voice in the · 1829 but recently building in the city centre has
Parliament.
reached new levels of intensity and height as
developers
compete for space in the central
I would not now be in this position without
business
district.
the help and outstanding efforts of my cam·
paign committee, backed by numerous labor
In common with other cities. the Perth
Party members. supporters and friends. This centre has developed as a focus for financial
includes large numbers of people from my own and tourist investment in response to the inHighgate branch of the Labor Party and from exorable expansion of the tertiary industrial
several unions. The col1ective efforts of this sector. In so doing the City of Perth has taken
group were unparalleled in my experience; l owe
on a completely new profile which looks specthem all, and my own family, a great debt of tacular from the traditional viewpoint in Kings
thanks.
Park but which is not admired equally by
1 want to now turn my attention to the nature everyone. I share many of the reservations
and the problems of the Perth electorate. Perth raised in recent public debate. As the critics
is certainly a diverse area: of a population of note, physical conditions for pedestrians in St
33 500 in 1981-regrettably those statistics be· George's Terrace have de\er,orated to the point
ing the latest available-some 15 000 were where they are often bleak. filled with traffic
born overseas, with nearly 10 000 coming from fumes and lacking in sunlight. Many buildings
non~English 'Speaking countries. Most are fr~m
of historic merit and human scale. such as the
southern EurOpe and more recently from South old AMP and CML buildings, have been
East Asia. An indication of the racial diversjty sacrificed on the attar of financial progress.
of the Perth electorate can be gleaned from the Such sacrifices could have been avoided had
fact that over 30 nations are represented in the the early recommendations of planners such as
Highgate and North Penh Primary Schools. It is Gordon Stephenson. who drew up the farmy belief that this diversjty gives the ar:ea reaching metropolitan plan for Perth in 1955,
vibrance and excitement, regardless of the preJu· been followed. New building could then have
diced intent of posters common in the Perth area been distributed and controlled in such a way as
at present.
to retain much of the city's earlier charm. As the
Beyond that. however, the concentration of Minister for Planning pointed out last week,
migrants in Penh gives rise to special need for Perth could well have taken a few more leaves
Government services. J was particularly from Fremantle's planning book in controlling
pleased with the recent announcement that the building, design and scale in the city centre.
Government intended to expand language inThese remarks are not made in a spirit antagterpreter services in State agencies. I wiU push
onistic
as such. rather to underline the point
for more initiatives ofthat sort wherever l can.
that Perth's development, in my view. has not
Viewing the electorate in a wider context, the been properly planned. Being a town planner
population overall is characterised not only by myself, this is a point to which I shall return .
large numbers of migrants and working class However. the debate over the issue of the form
people. but also by a higher-than-average pro- of the city's central business area should not
portion of low income earners and people on overshadow consideration of the external im·
pensions and fixed incomes. A large number of pact of ttlose changes for. side by side with the
householders-nearly 50 per cent in the Perth expansion of the central district, the city
electorate-rent rather than own their own paradoxically has lost life and urbanity. As Pr~ ·
dwellings. This gives the area a particularly fessor George Seddon points out in his recent
high demand for welfare services. which I hope book, ·· A City and its Setting" when describing
to see expanded beyond the current useful in- Perth after hoursitiatives. However the low income rental
The empty Terrace is symptomatic; all of
nature of much of Perth also makes it vulner·
those
who can do so are elsewhere enjoying
able to pressures e"erted by development and
the
great
pleasures.
I he land market.
These development pressures arise from the City expansion has forced residents out~ lt has
fact that cheek by jowl with the working class also discouraged visitors. The city is harder to
and the migrants, Perth contains a great con- get to because of increased traffic and it is
centration of recently developed luxury hotels. increasingly difficult to live in and less pleasant
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to visit. The city's business area has gradually
encroached on the residential areas 1n West
Perth, East Perth, and more recently. parts of
Highgate and North Perth in the electorate.

facing displacement from old inner city flats and
houses such as the Oddfcllows Buifding and
Arbordalc in St George's Terrace and others in
East and West Perth.

State institutions such as hospitals and ambitious freeways have a,so forced people and
housing from the area. The result is seen in
several ways. First. the working daytime popu.
lation of the city centre has increased, leading
to congestion and other problems. It has now
reached a level of almost I00 000. most of
whom, regrettably in my view, drive to work
rather than use public transport. The recent
Government initativcs on buslancs and rail

My constituency work even in the first few
weeks suggests that something of a crisis has
developed in this area as alternative accommodation a'lthe right price is not readily available.
For this reason alone solutions need to be
found urgently. Fortunately some have already
been proposed by the Government in an effort
which far outstrips the interest shown by the
previous Government in this regard . When we
come to solutions we must realise that much of
the planning of the city falls within the province of my old friend, the Perth City Council.
which historically has been indifferent to the
fate of those pushed around by the land market. This is not any criticism of Perth's plan·
ners or individual councillors: it merely reflects
the predominantly conservative political complexion of the Perth City Council.

electrification have the potential to change that,
but there is a long way to go. Second. 1he permanent residential population of the city has
declined rapidly, as has the number of housing
units, despite some new projects. Currently
statistics show that only about 5 000 people
actually live in this city centre compared with
26 000 in the 1950s. That is a loss of over
20 000 in only 30 years.
Third, retail sales have declined partly,
in response to the loss of this residential base.
Northbridge, successful though it may now be
in some respects. is attracting fewer people
than it once did. and certainly fewer than
Fremantlc. It should also be noted that while
some people among those who have moved
from the city have been happy to relocate to the
suburbs, other have been forced out. This is
particularly true of low income renting house~
holds I mentioned earlier. Many of those
people have city-based jobs as building
workers, railway and bus operators, hospital ,
council and other service workers. To them,
ready access to the city is important economically as wen as social1y. Other, older, residents
require ready access to central hospital and
health services. Yet many of these people have
been unable to find easily or afford alternative
central or inner city housing as rents have risen
and the available stock of housing has
declined.
This process overall is highly inequitable
since those least able to afford it have
shouldered the burden of change. Studies
undertaken by people such as Associate Professor Pat Troy of the Australian National University-where I was privileged to work in the
1970s-havc repeatedly shown lhat the poor
are disadvantaged most by this type of urban redevelopment. In Perth, such is the pace of redevelopment that numerous people are dally

Over the years the zoning by-laws have al~
lowed. and indeed have encouraged, commercial developme nt ir\ formerly residential areas.
The cou neil has done liule to provide protection
of existjng houses or construction of new housing units in the city. Belatedly the Perth City
Council has supported the objective of residential development in the city through its p1anning
scheme finally gazetted in 1986 after years of
procrastination. However. adopting objectives
is one thing; achieving them is quite another.
In my view there is a strong case for adopting
a key recommendation ofthe 1986 central Perth
draft policy document, a joint Governmentcouncil initiative completed last year. The recommendation to which I refer is the creation of
a central Perth planning commission to oversee
the planning of the city centre. This body would
be able to take positive initiatives to produce
more city housing and livelier city centre. It is
imperative that this body be more broadly representative and more democratically constituted than the current Perth City Council, where
votes in the central ward are worth up to three
times those in suburban wards, figures with a
famiHar ring in this Parliament.
The question here is what types of initiatives
can be taken to overcome the city's planning
problems which I have outlined. I will cite
some possibilities. Firstly. I would support implementation of the recommendations of the
recent Government-East Perth land use com·
mince. chaired by my predecessor. I believe its
recommendations would go a long way to solv-
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ing the type of problems I have referred to. The
proposals in that committee's recommendations
include the construction of up to 1 000 new
dwelling units on State land in the East Penh
area. Some of this housing would be reserved for
low income people. and Homeswest is scheduled
to upgrade propenies in the path of the notorious northern leg of the inner city freeway, the
shadow of which has blighted the area since its
gazettal in 1963. I am told that the Mains Roads
Department still insists that the freeway will be
needed by the year 2000, even once the northern
bypass road is constructed.
This claim needs far more substantiation,
such as detailed cost-benefit studies. Studies of
similar proposals elsewhere have often shown
that when the costs of social dislocation are considered large-scale inner city freeways are hard
to justify. The freeway planned as the northern
leg of the inner city system involves destruction
of large tracts of housing and commercial
premises. and for that reason I, for one, hope it
never goes ahead. However, even if the freeway
is finally constructed. there is in the meantime
great scope for renovation of premises for a
variety of purposes including housing and welfare. Many properties have already been
acquired over the past 25 years by State
authorities. Currenrly Homeswest has a plan to
renovate several lodging houses in the reservation. and this is an example of what can be
achieved.
Surveys i.n recent years have shown there has
been a considerable loss of this type of accommodation in the city and surrounds. What remains is often in poor condition and indeed, in
breach of health regulations. Members opposite
say they arc worried about the health oonditions of so-cal1ed inadequate extensions recently constructed within this building.. but
they should take a look at some lodging house
conditions in the Perth electorate.
There is also scope for adding other Stateowned housing stock in the city-acquired for a
variety of purposes-to the small stock of
emergency housing currently held
by
Homeswest. Housing cooperatives could also
be encouraged~ current developments in
Fremantle provide a good example of what can
be achieved.
Secondly. another area in need of planning
attention is Northbridge. The Northbridge
Business Association has been promoting the
idea of mixed housing and commercial development for some time. I have already talked to
the association's executive about the possibility
1541

of a detailed strategy to implement this concept. Potentially 1 believe this project could be
a cooperative etfott between Government,
developers. and building unions. It wou\d provide a welcome balance to the market-oriented
development dominating other parts of the
central city.
There are precedents for this type of initiative, both in Australia and overseas. In Sydney
the 1970s projects in Woolloomoo1oo and The
Glebe set the pace by providing socially and
architecturally sensitive developments. They
contain large numbers of housing units close to
the city for workers and others otherwise unable to afford such central locations under normal market conditions.
The projects were sponsored by the Federal
Department of Urban and Regional Development, with its great sense of equity and social
justice. But they also involved more conservative State and local governments which worked
on these projects in conjunction with the Federal Government of the time. Despite the subsequent dismemberment of that Federal department by the conservative Fraser Govern~
ment. the projects remain as a sign of the social
progress that was made in the cities under the
Whitlam Government.
In the United States many downtown regeneration projects were initiated by successive
Federal Governments in the l960s and 1970s.
Subsequent studies by researchers have shown
that the projects tended to ignore the social
equity component by causing as much , if not
more, social dislocation of low income residents •han did the land market previously. J
think this is attributable to their being too am·
bitious in nature, ignoring people, and concentrating on the economic rather than the social
side of urban development.
A better overseas example comes from a current project in Winnipeg. Manitoba. in
Canada. This is known as the ..core area initiative.. and is a tripartite Fed~rai-Statc~local
government programme for thr reju•,cnation of
the city's declining business
and surrounds. Details have been provided to me by
Professor John Selwood, an urban planning expert currently visiting Western Australia, who
is seated in the gallery today. They show that
the programme is both financially viable and
socially sensitive to the city•s traditional residents.

.-..ca

If such initiatives are pursued local1y in the
next few years, they will certainly help restore
Jife to the ailing Penh city centre. It would then
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be a more attractive place to visit, and be more
financially accessible to those currently disad~
vantaged by the land market and the development process.
This is in line with Labor's philosophy on
social justice and it offers an example of bringing together planning and politics in a way that
conservative parties are unlikely to even contemplate, let alone act upon .
The initiatives I have suggested would help
to create a city centre from which all Western
Australians can benefit. I believe the State de·
serves nothing less than that.
I have much pleasure in supporting this Bill.
[Applause.]
MR WIESE (Narrogin) [4.41 pm]: As I rise
for the first time in the Legislative Assembly of
Western Australia I am more conscious than I
have been at any other time in the 19 days
since the 9 May by-election of the honour and
responsibility which was bestowed on me when
I was elected by the people of the Narrogin electorate to this Parliament.
I am also very conscious that it was only
because of the tragic passing of the previous
member for Narrogjn Cambell Nalder, that I
have been able to enter this House. As CambeU's
campaign manager, I was strongly involved in
assisting him in winning the seat of Narrogin. I
believed that he would make a real contribution
to the electorate and to tile Parliament as a
member for Narrogin. From what I have observed, and from the comments that have been
made to me by members and officers of this
House about Cambell during his short time as a
member, l know that this Parliament and this
State are poorer for his passing.
The electorate of Narrogin is in the great
southern region of the State. It stretches from
Popanyinning in the north to Mobrup in the
south, from Tarin Rock in the east, to Bowelling
in the west. It comprises nine shires, covers an
area of 16 500 square kilometres, and has a
population of 16 200. The electorate generates
approximately $200 million of gross primary
production income. The figures I have used
have come from the 1984-85 Bureau of Census
and Statistics figures.
While the electorate is certainly a rural electorate. with a large amount of its wealth being
generated from primary pro(luction, it ~lso has
a strong component of Government employment and services in its makeup. The Narrogin
electorate, like many other rural electorates, is
very sensitive economically to first, the fortunes of agriculture and secondly, the decisions

of Government and Government departments
which affect a number of employees and the
level of services supplied. It is, therefore, going
through a fairly hard time at present because of
the current downturn in agriculture and the socalled rationalisation which is taking place in
Government departments and services.
However, despite all this there is a basic
strength and spirit within the electorate which.
with a little favourable consideration by way of
Government direction and decision, could tum
from pessimism to quiet optimism.
Employment in the country is the greatest
factor in retaining people in country towns. If
no jobs are available people are forced to leave
and go where they can find work. When people
leave the country or are transferred to the coast
by the Government the effects are felt throughout the community. Retailers feel the squeeze.
local councils are affected. school enrolments
drop and a further round of retrenchments and
job losses begins. The whole process tends to
generate 1its own momentum. The real secret is
to ensure that the process does not start.
Government, as a major provider of jobs and
services, has a very important pan to play by
ensuring 1 hat it is never responsible for starting
a snowball of job losses and retrenchments in
our country towns.

The retail industry and small business are the
other major suppliers of jobs in our country
towns. What we arc basically talking about is
the retail shopping industry which servkes our
local communities, and subsidiary small
businesses that service the agricultural industry.
The fortunes of the retail industry and of
small business in country towns fluctuate with
the fortunes of farming and are also affected by
the movement of people out of the electorate.
They are also very much affected by Government deCiisions, both State and Federal, which
directly reflect on costs. This applies not only
to small rural businesss, but also to business all
over the State, both rural and metropolitan.
Small business bears the brunt of all Government charges-water, electricity, and telephone
charges, payroll taxes, land taxes, FlO and BAD
taxes, fuel taxes, fringe benefits taxes, capital
gains taxes and inoome taxes. The Jist goes on
and on. The overall result is that the small business proprietor, who employs 60 per cent of the
Australian work force is today wondering why
he should continue. All his hard work and capital investment is today worth nothin&: His
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profits are taxed at rates which kill any incentive. If he does build up a capital asset for his retirement or for his children, the capital gains tax
makes sure that he retains little of it.
In other words, all incentive to work hard
and to produce wealth and jobs is disappearing.
Small business all over the State, including
country towns and the city, need help. They
need changes to Government policies in many
areas. Interest rates are prohibitive and must
come down. Taxation. both direct and indirect,
has killed incentive. Direct tax rates must come
down and indirect taxes must be slashed so that
small business can regain its profitability and
begin once again to become a provider of jobs
and training for our young people.
The State Government must play a pan in
the process by first, cutting the indirect taxes
which harm small business and secondly. by
going to the Federal Government and pleading
the case for a cut in direct and indirect Federal
taxation.
In the course of the election campaign I was
able to visit almost every shop and business
throughout the electorate. Through a long association with my community, through local
government, and through my involvement in
political activities. I believed I had a reasonable knowledge of the electorate and what went
on throughout the various towns and shires in
it.

It was a salutary experience to find that I had
a lot to learn about small business and industry
in the country.

I have touched on small business already but
I would like to touch on the role of small industry and the role it plays in my electorate before
I depart from this general topic in my speech.
The type of businesses which I am talking
about are small by metropolitan standards. but
they do. nevertheless. provide significant employment and generate significant income in
their particular towns.
In Popanyinning. Don Bird manufactures
silos and feeders. and his general sheetmetal
work products are sold throughout the agricultural areas of this State.
In Cuballing. McDougall Weldments manufacture. among other things. transponable
sheepyards which are sold all over Australia.
In Narrogin. Narrogin Fibreglass manufactures fibreglass tanks and swimming pools
which are sold all over the State and even
exported to the Middle East.
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Narrogin and Williams both have seed
cleaning works which clean various seed
varieties and sell them all over this State. and
interstate and overseas. Wagin has two very
well-known light industries: Pederick Engineering Pty Ltd has been developing, manufacturing
and selling a wide range of agricultural equipment which is known and used all over Australia. Grainfeeds Pty Ltd is also manufacturing
and selling Australia-wide a wide range of stock
and animal foods.
Kojonup has two significant engineering establishments: One manufactures stock crates for
the livestock carrying industry and the
other, T. and M. M. Pryor and Co., is the second largest manufacturer of bus bodies in this
State. It has manufactured almost 80 buses in
the last seven or eight years. mainly for the
school bus market. It has also manufactured
several magnificent tour buses for the travel
industry.
I have detailed some of these industries for
two specific reasons: Firstly. I wish to bring to
the attention of the House the wide range of
industry that is successfully operating in the
country now and the wide field in which they
market their products. Secondly, I wish to
make the point to all members that having established that industry can exist successfully in
the country, we should be encouraged to turn
all those words that have been spoken about
decentralisation into meaningful action.
Covemmen.ts can and should create an en·
vironment which will encourage those with
Ideas and skills to look to the rural areas when
seeking a location for their factories. There are
a number of valid reasons for doing so: Generally land costs and rates are significantly lower;
the environment for workers and the way of life
for people living in the country is very attractive; and often the lower cost of housing and the
lower rents provide significant encouragement
for people to live in the country. All these con·
tribute to a very important factor from an
employer's point of view-a hap!Jy, stable work
force.
Government can do much to help by
returning incentive for the entrepreneur to invest in the country. Low interest long-term
loans; the return of meaningful investment allowances; lower or even subsidised freight rates
and the deregulation of the transport industry;
and the abolition of payroll tax-all these
specific measures would, if applied to industry
wishing to establish in the country. be a real
contribution towards meaningful decentralisation. General measures such as the lowering of
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interest rates and meaningful cuts in the current tax rates would also be a terrific spur to
investment and job creation. Unless we try in a
real. meaningful way to adopt all or some ofthe
measures outlined. we will not get the
entrepreneur to invest his risk capital in small
business and industry, especially in the
country. It can be done, it does work-light
industry is operating in the country and the
Government has it within its grasp to encourage industry, investment and people to our inland towns.
During the recent election campaign it became very obvious that the current level of
interest rates was having a terrible effect on
almost every section of our community. The
effects on the rural community have been wen
aired and documented but they deserve to be
restated briefly.
Even in an old. solid. developed farming

area. which the Narrogin electorate basically is.
farmers and their families are being forced ofT
their farms. In some cases these farms have
been in the family for generations. No new machinery is being bought and plant is running
down. Money which should be spent on im..
provements is being spent on repairs to o1d
plant. The longer it goes on the worse the ef~
fects become and the longer it will take to
recover from those effects.
We should consider also the transfer of
money from one section of the community to
another because of the h1gh interest rates. Huge
sums of money which should be spent in our
towns on goods and services and providing jobs
are instead going into the coffers of the banks
because of the exorbitant interest rates. Like·
wise. small business is being very badly affected by the current interest rates. Businesses
have dosed in my electorate and. indeed. all
over the State. as a direct result of the crippling
interest rates on their operations. Very few
small businesses can survive for 'ong with
interest rates on their floor plans of up to 22
per cent and overdraft interest rates of 18 per
cent or more. Add to that the reduced buying
power of the potential customer and the reluctance of purchasers to buy at the exorbitant
interest rates and we have a very grim picture
for small business.

Staff retrenchments arc common and widespread and are continuing as a direct result of
these high intcr<::st rates.
The other section of the community which is
equally badly affected is the average working
man and woman. The effect on them I believe

has been largely overlooked by Governments of
all political persuasions. These people pay crippling interest rates on their house loans, and
they pay at higher rates when buying furnishings on hire purchase and when buying or leasing their cars. Even worse, they seem to have to
pay at higher rates of interest than the farmer
or the small businessman.
I have come across cases in which interest
rates on h ire purchase agreements have been
paid at the rate of 29 per cent. Can members
believe that? It is no wonder that car sales and
furniture and wbite goods sales are slow. Let us
look at tlhe overall result: A massive transfer of
money, wealth, buying power-whatever one
calls it-from the farmers, small business and
the real backbone of Australia, the average
working man and woman, to t he banks, financial institutions and moneylenders.
The Western Australian Parliament and,
more especially. the present Government must
become a major voice from Western Australia
to Canberra pleading the case for lower interest
rates. Unless and until our present interest
rates can be brought down to realistic levels, we
shall not get oul of the sorry mess in which we
find ourselves. This Government must at every
opportunity take that message to Canberra.
I move to a couple of matters which have
arisen in the Narrogin electorate and are of
particular interest to the people in that area.
The first is the Harris River Dam; 1 congratulate the present Minister for his efforts to date
and his commitment to the project. The news
that the project has been given overall approval
in the environmental impact study was good
news to my electorate and. no doubt. to everyone served by the Welling\on Dam. We want to
hear a solid commitment from the Government that it will make the funds available to
start and finish this dam. As the Minister said
at a meeting in Narrogin a c~upte of months
ago, the quality of water from the Wellington
Dam is, to put it mildly. dreadful. It is killing
plants, shrubs and trees all over the electorate.
When one sees what it does to brass taps one
cannot help wondering what it is doing to our
internal pans. It is impOssible to make a decent
cup of tea with it and it absolutely ruins good
Scotch. Now that there is a viable alternative,
nobody should have to use water of that quality. I urge the Government to make the necessary commitment to get this project under way
as quickly as possible '"the coming year.
Another matter of particular interest to the
electorat,e or. more accurately, to the region as
a whole. is the proposed techn icat school. The
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need for such a faciWy is becoming more and
more urgent year by year. Children leaving
school and going into the work force for the
first time in the present economic climate cannot get jobs if they do not have the skills which
industry and the employers want.
If they are turned out of our schools without
the necessary training we are failing them and
condemning them to being unskilled manual
labourers at best. or unemployed persons reliant on the dole at worst. The unskilled become the unemployed; it is as simple as that.
Most children from my electorate. and indeed from the region. have to leave our towns
and go to the coast. to Albany or Sunbury or
Perth. if they want to get a technical education.
They have to find accommodation and they are
away from the guidance, help and influence of
their parents at a time in their lives when it is
most needed. Many of them cannot cope with
the change and throw it in. thus missing out
altogether on a technical qualification. Many of
those who do complete the courses never return
to the country so we lose many of the best of
our young people completely. and eventually
find our country towns are short of the skilled
persons that we need because they are sent
away to the coast for technical school training..
Another aspect of the situation, which l am
sure is going to become worse with the with·
drawal of dole payments to 16 and 17 year
olds. is that more and more young people are
going to remain at school in years II and 12
instead of joining the work force because there
are no jobs available in the workplace. These
are the very persons who should be going an to a
technical school in the country, anstead of going to the city to join all the other jobless
youths and potentially getting irito an sorts of
trouble away from their homes and parental
guidance and influence. They are also often the
children who would benefit most from technical training. They are often the pupils who are
not very academically inclined but are very
interested and capable when it comes to leaming manual and technical skills. Those skills are
badly needed in this country at the present moment.
1 have a series of letters which have been
exchanged between the Minister for Education
and my electorate regarding the proposal to
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establish a technical school. On 4 June 1985, in
a letter to Hon. Peter Jones, the Minister
wrote1 am pleased to advise that provision has
been made for its inclusion in the State
funded capital works programme in J98S86.
That did not happen. In a letter dated 6
February t986 to the Town Clerk of Narrogin.
the Minister again wrote1 assure you that this project will occupy
a place of high priority in the capital works
proposals for 1986-87 .. . l am arranging
for documentation to commence before
the end of this financial year.
Again. it has not happened.
The Minister's efforts in this matter are appreciated and his assurances that the project
had a place of high priority were most
comforting. but the results have left a feeling in
the Narrogin electorate of complete disappointment. With the present situation in rural areas,
where farmers are struggling to remain viabJe,
and small business is cutting back to the bone
to survive, employment for our young unskilled
is almost non-existent. The decision to build a
technical school in Narrogin cannot be put off
again. The whole region needs the facility now.
Government has given it high priority for long
enough. The time has come for this Govern·
ment to give it number one top priority and
show that it can direct funds and facilities away
from the coast and into the country. Our rural
towns can take no more withdrawals of services
and people from the country to the coastt especially when they are going through such harsh
times as we have at present.
I make an observation in passing about the
strange way in which some things are done
these days by Governments of all political persuasions. If a project is being proposed for
commencement-it might be the construction
of a pipeline, the opening of a new mine, the
building of a dam, or even these Jays the widening of a road-we demand tha: an ~ : avironmen·
tal study be done to ascertain that no adverse effects will be caused to the shrubs and trees, the
wildflowerst the birds and kangaroos, and any
other flora and fauna, and that every precaution
is taken to minimise the effects on the environment of the decisions which are made. However,
when it comes to matters which can have an
enonnous effect on people, on towns, on business viability and job prospects for our children,
on future developmental prospects and investment in a region, Governments and their
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instrumentalities just charge in and make these
decisions unilaterally, leaving those who are af.
fected to sort out the mess. That is what has hap.
pened in Narrogin with the decision to rationalise Westrail. That is what the town is now afraid
will happen with the Department of Main Roads
depot. One can only ask: What next?

lf decisions such as these are to be made,
some attempt must be made to look at all the
effects of the decision. not just the immediate
dollar and cents effect on a single Government
department; if in fact that is the criterion on
which these decisions are made. Surely it is not
asking too much for those likely to be affected by
a decision to be told what is being contemplated
and given an opportunity to have an input to
the decision. Surely it is sensible and reasonable to ask for some independent expen aPpraisal of the potential effects of the decision to
be made before that decision is implemented.
Jf it is good enough for the environment, surely
it is good enough for a town and its people.
All these things should be done before
Government selS out on a course which has the
potential to cause major side effects on people
and towns in the country~ or has the ridiculous
situation been reached where trees and birds
and the environment. are more important than
people and 1owns? That is the way it sometimes
appears out in the country on the other s ide of

the Darling Range.
I believe Government and its departments
must determine all the potential effects of a
decision . The effect on a country town of the
withdrawal of Government services and employees must be known before the decision is
made. and steps must be implemented to minimise the impact before the decision is acted
upon. It is too late afterwards.

In concluding. I say that as l stand here for
the first time I am very conscious that many
great citizens of Western Australia have
preceded me in this House. Jt is because of
their vision. hard work and the far-sighted decisions which they made while in this House

that Western Australia has developed from a
struggling colony less than I 00 years ago to the
strong, thriving State which it is today. This
State today has a potentia) and a future far

greater than the most visionary of its founders
could have imagined in their wildest dreams.
This State has a strong mineral and primary pro-

duction base on which a rich and varied secondary industry, capable of servicing the markets of
the world, can be developed. However the

greatest strength of this State is the people of

Western Australia themselves: Hard working, a
go. They are all words which can be applied to us
as Western Australians, and they are the very us
as characteristics which made this State what it
is today, and wiH make us an even greater State
in the 21st century. I hope I can play my part,
a]ong with all the other members of this House,
in helping to turn that vision of our great State
into a reality.
[Applause.]
MR DONOVAN (Mor1ey-Swan) [5.10 pm):
H is with great pleasure that I rise to offer my
first speech in this House. and in so doing I
congratulate my colleague the member for
Perth and the new member for Narrogin on
their election.
Like my colleague, I specifically ask that this
speech be referred to as my first speech.
In opening. let me say that it was indeed a
great privilege to be elected in the by-election
of 9 May by an absolute majority of the voters
in Morley-Swan. I am indebted to them for
their confidence, which I will do my utmost to
vindicate.
Also, I am indebted to my wife and son,
whose support and care for me I treasure. As
well as these. a tireless team of campaign
workers, too many to enumerate. who worked
hard in my support. to them my heartfelt
thanks and appreciation.
Let me turn first to the electorate itself so
that I might give m e mbers an overview of what
this seat is all about. Held for the ALP by Mr
Arthur Tonkin since l 971 . the seat of MorleySwan moved steadily eastward during lhc next
10 years as successive redistributions changed
its
electoral
boundaries .
Losing
first
Mirrabooka-after which the original seat had
been named-and finally gaining parts of
Guildford. Midland. and much else of the
Swan-after which rhe seat is now namedeastern Morley has remained the geographical
constant of this populous electoral district.
If the boundaries of Morley-Swan have been

characterised by flexibility-until 1981 at
least-its demography has been characterised
by stability. Recentl y. of course. there has been
a significant expansion of home building in the
nonh between Noranda and Beec hboro, experienced noticeably under the present Labor
Government.
With in these present boundaries lie some
strange industrial bedfellows. The production
of timber. historically
associated with
Guildford since 1842. has largely given way to
its modern brick equivalent produced in
Middle Swan. On the other hand, this State's

